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Osceola Hedlund, Popular Coach, Reviews Track Year At Tech
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win over Gov. Domm, Monroe Bayres, and George Brown.

The late summer saw the Sophs and Juniors out in full force each day. Despite the war, this year's fields were utilized just as much, if not more, as before the war. The only time they were not used was when the football team was practicing on the ball field. In the relay, the Sophs had the edge over the Juniors. Dr. George Holley was the only Freshman present for the track meet. He put in one of the best efforts of the season, but was forced to retire because of his engagements with the medical corps. He also showed what might be possible with the right amount of training.

With the fall weather in the air, theSophs and Juniors turned cross-country, and as usual, a great many boys turned out, although the usual amount fell short of the full fall sport. The ensuing competition for the open relay resulted in the team proving to be very close.

Harriers Well-balanced

The Harriers are in a tough one, with Harvard, Waseca Poly, Dartmouth and Tufts. The opener was with Harvard over the mile. Charlie Ringe of Tech led the pack for a distance of 200 yards with Tech's Dave Hennessy right behind him at 3:45.9. On Saturday, weekend, Tech hooked up with Dartmouth, Harvard, and Tufts over Tufts' Medford Course. The score was set at 20-10, with Tech leading. Later in the season, Tech defeated Dartmouth, 100-79, with Don Burnham, the instructor, as official starter and scorer. The race was won easily followed by three Harvard runners.

Waseca Poly

The within the Conference leased a tough one, with Harvard, Waseca Poly, Dartmouth and Tufts. The opener was with Harvard over the mile. Charlie Ringe of Tech led the pack for a distance of 200 yards with Tech's Dave Hennessy right behind him at 3:45.9. On Saturday, weekend, Tech hooked up with Dartmouth, Harvard, and Tufts over Tufts' Medford Course. The score was set at 20-10, with Tech leading. Later in the season, Tech defeated Dartmouth, 100-79, with Don Burnham, the instructor, as official starter and scorer. The race was won easily followed by three Harvard runners.

Theta Chi Downs Phi Kappa Sigma
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slied victory over Lambda Chi, Alpha, Phi Epsilon, and Kappa Sigma. Theta Chi was good defensive as well as a deadly offensive, maintaining their baskets from every conceivable angle. Top scorer was Dick Krueger who sank 22 field goals for six points. Wednesday night Theta Chi and Phi Delta Lambda met with Phi Kappa Sigma and Theta Delta Chi respectively while Kappa Sigma and Lambda Chi played their game to Alpha Theta Chi.

In the opener, the Theta Chi Epidemic took on an early lead which they never lost during the whole game. The Phi Delta Lambda was sparked by Merk's spectacular performance in the forward position. The Phi Delta Lambda showed superior teamwork throughout- out the outstanding effort of Merk. Theta Chi helped immensely to pull up the end result. The final score was 20 for Theta Chi and 10 for Phi Delta Lambda. The Theta Delta Chi showed once again their capabilities on the court. They had not been defeated by Bigelow. This defeat might have been the end of the season for them.

Theta Chi Defeats Phi Kappa Sigma's
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success, and the game was at 15:48. This game was more billed as a demonstration than a basketball game. Phi Kappa Sigma was the underdog all the way through, but with considerable scoring the Schicker of Phi Kappa Sigma was brought into the game. Phi Kappa Sigma, with a team of two men, one as good as the other, and with King's 26 points dropped on their second victory of the season.